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What were your initial impressions of Evie? How did they change by 
the end of the book?

The setting of Winter Island plays a large part in Creatures. What 
does this island represent to Evie and her life?

Creatures could be read as a parable about climate change; it’s full 
of extreme weather patterns. How does the metaphor of climate 
change play a role in Evie’s life?

Why do you think Evie compares her memories of her father to 
whales? Why do you think these sections are written in second 
person?

The novel explores the disparity of wealth on Winter Island, where 
mega-wealthy summer visitors live alongside the working-class 
residents. What do you think Creatures is saying about poverty? 
About the wealthy?

Evie is continually searching for a sense of home and belonging. 
How do you define “home” and “family”? Where have you felt the 
most at home? Do you feel that “home” must be only a physical 
place, or can it be psychological as well?

Creatures skips around in time and mimics the ebbs and flows of the 
tide. How did these shifts affect your reading?

How do you feel about Evie’s father? Could you forgive him? What 
about Evie’s mother?
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Do you believe that Evie and Liam are a good match? Do you think 
they should have stayed married after the affair?

Evie and Rook have a complicated friendship. Do you think 
betrayals in friendships are meant to be forgiven? Should Evie have 
forgiven Rook?

What is the significance of the title? In what ways are people 
compared to animals, and why?

Evie and Liam are in an open relationship with very specific rules: 
They won’t tell each other about their indiscretions. Why do you 
think, ten years into their marriage, Evie decides she wants to 
change their arrangement and have a monogamous relationship?

Why do you think the father is unnamed in this novel?

Ultimately, Creatures is about betrayal and forgiveness.  
Do you believe forgiveness is always possible?

Discussion Questions

“The things that broke us:
The harshness of the earth, 
and love.”



The Green Flash
An Essay by Crissy Van Meter

A GREEN FLASH IS A PHENOMENON that occurs when the setting sun appears 
green for a few seconds. A wobbly, neon green disk sinking into the horizon. Sometimes, 
a green ray follows and for a moment a light flashes and the entire sky exhales a giant 
breath of emerald glow. This flash is caused by the refraction of light, the atmosphere 
bending. Beautiful, strange, and almost supernatural, it is not always easy to see with the 
human eye.

Some have said that if you are lucky enough to see a green flash you might inherit 
magical powers, you might find true love, you’ll never go wrong in matters of the heart. 
It is not likely you’ve seen a green flash, because they are rare, and if you have, you might 
have missed it if you blinked.

I’ve seen it once. Sitting on the sand, side by side with 
my father. I’m still a kid, sweatshirt over my knees. He smells 
like beer, I love him, and everything is wildly green. He says 
casually, Don’t blink or you’ll miss it. He means the magic.

My father explains that there must be perfect conditions 
to see a green flash: an unobstructed horizon, the moon and 
Venus and Jupiter at the skyline, clean air, and the belief that 
the earth, that our love, that everything is so much bigger 
than us. Also, luck. The green flash, the moon, the sky and 
the sea—this is a religion. Everything about my father  
is magical.

California reports the highest number of green flashes spotted. We are Californian. 
Our mythology is an abyss—my great-grandmother buried under a tree steps from 
Marilyn Monroe, my grandfather caught stealing cars on Hollywood Boulevard in the 
1930s, and my parents growing up in the 1950s suburban sprawl of Orange County citrus 
groves. We spend Christmas on the beach. We believe in the ocean above all, and despite 
all of our tragedies, we are guided by the tides and our hearts.

My father lives on the Balboa Peninsula for most of his life. He’s a waterman, he loves 
booze, he’s charming, he’s unexplainably rare. We spend most of our time watching the 
sea, he quizzes me on everything lurking below. On three sides we are surrounded by 
water, which brings happiness but also the sensation of drowning, of being trapped, my 
father constantly trying to be better, to be sober, and never living up to it. He is lovable 
and sometimes terrible.

My father dies suddenly—a drunken fall, a fatal head injury—and I get the midnight 
call in New York City. I had fled years before, after college for a job, an excuse to leave it all 
behind. The wrong coast, he always said. The Atlantic is too salty. I never want to go back to 
California. I feel surrounded by water again.



I have so many questions: How can I forgive? How can I ever love? How can I go on 
without him? What if there is no magic? What if I blink? What if I’m drowning?

As I navigate years of grief, I find myself remembering so much of our drowning and 
so much of our love too. I begin to piece together memories of our past: my father’s notes 
on the Pacific Ocean, my memories of girlhood with a man who drank, and cussed, and 

yelled, and loved more than anyone I’ve ever known. I think of my 
father loving me so hard, and of his misfortunes, our moving, our 
having nowhere to go.

There were good years when he was fit, woke us up at sunrise 
to ride bikes, play catch, swim as far as we could. The rigorous 
morning runs along the water’s edge where we dug our feet so 
hard into the cold sand that my legs were on fire. Surf fishing at 
dusk. A tall shadow upon the water, a full head of nearly black 
hair, a contagious laugh. There were bender years where he’d 
drink all day, avoid my calls, lie about everything, and hide into 
the night. He’d miss softball games, graduations, meeting me for 
lunch. When he was there, he was not always there. And then, 

mostly, he was everything in between.
I find myself scribbling notes about whales, every sea creature, and Evangeline—a 

woman who must learn to love again.
I finish writing Creatures in California. Nearly a decade has passed since I sprinkled 

my father’s ashes into the sea. I have been one hundred people since he left.
I am back at the beach now. My husband and I share a little rent-controlled 

apartment in Santa Monica. The ocean right there. A mural of dolphins at the end of my 
street. I’ve adjusted back to two seasons: cool and very hot. Sometimes I visit my great-
grandmother at the cemetery. It’s impossible not to feel the past here, especially on the 
crystal clear days when the Channel Islands appear on the horizon and I am reminded of 
being swallowed by the sea.

Some mornings I spring from my bed before the sun has risen all the way, like I am 
possessed, like there is some inherited madness, and I say something like, 
Today there will be a green flash. And each day I look, I say, Don’t blink, don’t 
blink. I beg my husband to drive me up the coast with no real destination.

I keep searching. I marvel at the moving water—my father out there 
somewhere; I watch for whale spouts, praise the stormy weather, describe 
the perfect flash conditions. We listen to the Beach Boys to be ironic but 
then sing along with every word, and my life after grief is a totally different 
and unexpected kind of happiness: some sadness, but a lot of hope.  
We don’t see a green flash, but I know it’s there and that’s enough.

My life is full of love again, and my father is not gone. He’s in this book. 
He’s everywhere.



California Beaches
that Inspired Creatures

CRISSY VAN METER SHARED THIS LIST OF THE BEACHES THAT INSPIRED WINTER
ISLAND, THE FICTIONAL SETTING OF CREATURES, AND THE NOVEL ITSELF.

Newport Beach
My father moved to the Balboa Peninsula when I was four. He bounced all over the peninsula 
and lived in fancy houses, and small rented rooms. Our lives were surrounded by water on 
three sides, with one way in and one way out. The constant sunshine, the summer tourists, the 
partying, the fun, was centered around our love for the glimmering green Pacific Ocean and the 
warm white sand at our doorstep.

Big Sur
I spent so much time driving through Big Sur with my father. It’s a place so 
strange and beautiful that it feels unreal. There are steep cliffs, rolling hills, 
screeching elephant seals, wild horses. From the vistas, the sea and sky become 
one. If magic is real, Big Sur is the proof.

Laguna Beach
My father and I watched the hills of Laguna Beach burn from the pier. A memory 
so vivid and terrifying that I’ve always feared the power of nature. The beaches in 

Laguna are filled with glitzy rich houses, lush and wild flora, intimate sea caves, and coves that 
glitter with clear blue water. Laguna Beach arguably has some of the most beautiful beaches in 
the world.

Morro Bay
At dawn, my father used to drive us up to Morro Bay to start surf fishing in the 
morning light. We ate turkey sandwiches and potato chips, and unlimited sodas. 
We took naps in the car, the seats reclined, our legs burning in the sun. His 
fishing buddies lived in cedar-shingled beach shacks and we’d laugh and sing 
into the night. It was our own Cannery Row. We slept on couches, eggs  
and coffee in the morning, and we did it all over again.

Malibu
There’s something special and intimate about driving the coast through Malibu. There’s a 
vastness, and open-land feel. Still, things feel old-timey there, like the land is still part of the 
earth and not taken over by man. Perhaps it’s the sea cliffs that abruptly turn into mountains. 
Maybe it’s the bright sprays of yellow and orange wildflowers. It feels like the natural world as it 
was intended to be, with all the moving things lurking beyond the gaudy mansions.

San Nicolas Island
The Lone Woman of San Nicolas Island lived alone off the coast of California from 1835 to 1853. 
She’s the subject of my favorite childhood book, Island of the Blue Dolphins by Scott O’Dell. In the 
story, Karana survives on an island in total isolation, among all the sea things, all the weather, 
with pure hope and resilience. I think she’s a lot like Evangeline in Creatures.


